1. Introduction. Let G and A be locally compact second countable groups with A abelian. Suppose G acts on A continuously. In [4] a group cohomology is developed with this situation in mind, //*(G, A). We assume the definitions and results of [4] .
To begin our study we approximate A by an inverse sequence {An} of Lie groups such that G acts on each An in a manner "compatible" with the inverse sequence. We next observe that the inverse sequence {An} induces an inverse sequence {//*(G, An)} of cohomology groups. Considering the "natural" homomorphism of //*(G, A) to limninv{//*(G, An)) we investigate the conditions under which the homomorphism is an isomorphism. We find sufficient conditions when A is compact or connected.
2. Results. Throughout this paper A and G are locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff, almost connected topological groups and we assume a fixed action of G on A. A group G is almost connected provided that G/G0 is compact, where G0 is the connected component of G.
Theorem
1. For any neighborhood U of the identity of A there exists a compact subgroup K of A such that
Proof. Let E = A © G, be the semidirect product of A and G with respect to the action of G on A. Note that topologically E is the product of A and G. We first observe that E/ E0 is almost connected. Let A0, G0 and E0 be the components of A, G and E respectively. It is easily seen that E0 = A0 X G0. Also E/A0 X G0 is topologically homeomorphic to A/A0 X G/G0-a compact space. Thus E/E0 is compact. Thus E is almost connected. Let U be any neighborhood of the identity of A. Then U X G is a neighborhood of the identity on E. Choose a smaller neighborhood V X VV such that V X VV C U X G and V X W has compact closure in E. Since E is almost connected we conclude by [3] that there exists a closed normal subgroup A of E such that A c V X W and E/N is a Lie group. Let K' = A X {1} n A where 1 is the identity of G. Let K be the projection of K' into A. Clearly K G U, K is compact and G-invariant. By [2, p. 144] we obtain
Since the right-most group is a closed subgroup of the Lie group E/A, A/K is a Lie group. Corollary 1. There exists a decreasing sequence {Un} of neighborhoods of the identity of A and a decreasing sequence of compact G-invariant subgroups {Kn} of A such that (1) {£/"} is a decreasing base for the neighborhood system of the identity, (2) Kn G U" for all n, (3) A /' Kn is a Lie group for all n.
Proof. The above corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1. The only difficulty is to make {Kn} into a decreasing sequence. But this is immediate once we observe by [3] that if A /J and A/K are Lie groups so is A / J n K. Use Theorem 1 to obtain a sequence Jn satisfying (2) and (3) (but not necessarily decreasing). Then define Kn = C\"=xJj for all n.
Corollary
2. There exists a sequence of abelian Lie groups {An} and continuous surjective homomorphisms {trn) and {p"} such that:
(1) G acts on An for all n. Proof. Referring to Corollary 1 define An = A / Kn for all n. For each n let pn: A -> An be the natural quotient map and for each n let trn: An^> An_x be the map trn(x ■ Kn) = x ■ Kn_x, x G A. Clearly the corollary follows.
For the rest of this paper we assume the inverse system of Lie groups as constructed in Corollary 2.
On the cohomology level we inherit an inverse sequence {H*(G An)} with homomorphisms [ttn ) and [pn ) induced by the homomorphisms {7tn} and {p"} such that itn pn = itn_x for all n. For each k define
The next theorem will enable us to conclude that <J>A is onto. To facilitate its proof let us recall some notation. For each k, Zk(G, A), Bk(G, A) and CkiG, A) will denote the groups of /c-cocycles, /c-coboundaries and kcochains of G over A respectively. Also 8k: CkiG, A)-* Ck+xiG, A) will denote the A:th coboundary homomorphism.
For definitions see [4] . For a G ZkiG, A), [a] will denote the element of //*(G, A) to which a belongs. If h E HkiG, A) and if a,, a2 G Z"iG, A) such that [a,] = [o2] = h we say that a, and o2 are cohomologous.
Recall also that a sequence [hn) lies in linynv[HkiG, A")} if h" E //*(G, An) for all n and if w ih") = h"_x for all «. We shall use the same symbols trn and p" to denote the homomorphisms induced on the cohomology level and on the cochain level from trn and p". We now state the theorem. Proof. We use induction on n. Let a, be any member of hx. Now suppose we have succeeded in choosing a sequence ax, o2, ■ ■ ■ , on satisfying conditions (1) and (2) for 1 </ < n. Choose o'n + l E hn+x. Since trn + t (o'n + j) is cohomologous to an there exists a Borel function f" G Ck~1 (G, An) such that "n+i.fan+i) + 5fc_1(f) = on. Let \n :An ->An + 1 be a Borel cross section of 7rn+1 such that \"(1) = 1 (see [1] ). Define ^n + 1 to be the composition \pn+1 = \nj;n.NotethatiPn + lECk-1iG,An + 1).Dermeon + 1=o'n + x-r5k_1iiPn+1). It immediately follows that [an+1] = hn + 1 and (3) Zk(G, Ay-ihe kernel of 8?. Proof. Suppose A is connected. By [5] A splits as a direct sum of a compact group C and a finite product Rp of copies of the reals. Thus we have a splitting sequence 1 -^ C -^>-A -U Rp -> 1.
Note that i(C) is invariant with respect to the action of G since Rp contains no nontrivial compact group. Thus G induces an action on C (g • c = i~xig ■ iic)), c E C, g E G) and an action on Rp igr = jig-j~xir)), r E Rp and g G G). These actions are compatible with the homomorphisms / andj.
Consider the collections {Kn) and { U") of Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Note that Kn c i(C) for each n since Kn is compact.
For each n define Hn = i~xiKn). Note that C/H" is a Lie group. This is so since C/Hn = iiC)/Kn-a closed subgroup of A /'Kn. For each n let V" = /_1(;(C) n U"). Then {Vn) and {//"} are decreasing sequences and
(1) { Vn) is a decreasing base for the neighborhood system of the identity of C. We wish to show that <bA is one-to-one. Let h E //*(G, A). Suppose $>A ih) = 0. Then Pn ih) = 0 for all n. It suffices to show that h = 0. Thus h = 0. This establishes the theorem.
